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General Delivery
From the President
Bart Childs
The last issue of TUGboat (Vol. 8, No. 1) represents
a measure of success in my mind. The number of
contributions, their content, and all other measures
of quality made it interesting and useful. I hesitate
to mention any one paper, but a number of people
have commented about their high interest on several
of the papers. Let's keep up the good work.
Several people have been spreading the good
word about 7&X in national publications. We
should publish a listing of these references soon.
Robert McGaffey's note in this issue (page 161)
on the Ideal 'IJEX Driver poses questions about
standards that we need to address soon. Don
Knuth created 'QX to be portable, but the output
drivers are of critical importance in making the
system truly portable. I hope that we can have a
significant session on this at the Seattle meeting.
Another topic that needs to be addressed is the
use of fonts and magnification. It has been an active
item in m h a x . The particular item I am most
concerned with is the extensive use of magnification
in the I
4
w and SL~IQXworlds. The cm family has
the needed fonts in 12 and 17 point sizes. Shouldn't
we always distribute only magnifications 0, half, 1
and 2? Maybe one or two fonts should have a lot
of magnifications for use in titles? Come to Seattle
and be ready to argue the points.
One more topic of this type is that we need to
make a concerted effort to discard the old am family
of fonts. Does anyone have a good reason to keep
them around? With the exception of the amssmc
fonts, almost all have such a simple change that it
seems past due.*
We are looking forward to meeting in the great
Northwest. Dean Guenther and Pierre MacKay are
coordinating the usual TUG sessions and the 7&X
in the humanities sessions, respectively.

* Editor's note: We are pleased to announce
that this issue of TUGboat has been set with the cm
fonts resident on the Math Society's new Autologic
APS-p5 phototypesetter. These fonts are still being
tested; however, testing should soon be complete.
and they will then be made available from Autologic
t o other APS users.

Editor's note: The following item appeared in the
New England Journal of Medicine, Nov. 13, 1986,
and is reprinted with permission.

A Simple Way to Improve the Chances for
Acceptance of your Scientific Paper
To the Edztor: During the past few years we
have witnessed a revolution in the way manuscripts,
abstracts, and grant proposals are being typed.
With improved typewriters and computer programs
it is possible to produce manuscripts of typeset
quality. It is generally assumed that data should
be judged by its scientific quality and that this
judgment should not be influenced by typing style.
I challenged this premise by analyzing the rate
of acceptance of abstracts by a large national meeting. Ali abstracts submitted to the 1986 annual
meeting of the American Pediatric Society and the
Society of Pediatric Research (APSISPR) appeared
in Volume 20, No. 4 (Part 2) (April 1986) of Pedzatrzc Research. Contrary to the practice of many
other meetings, this volume also includes all the
abstracts that were not accepted for presentation,
and accepted papers are identified by symbols.
Abstracts were defined as "regularly typed" or
"typeset printed." Each abstract was categorized
as accepted if chosen for presentation or rejected.
A total of 1965 abstracts were evaluated. Excluded were 47 abstracts assigned for joint internal
medicine-pediatric presentation, because the majority of them were submitted to the American
Federation for Clinical Research, and there was no
indication of their rejection rate; only those that
had been accepted appeared in the APS/SPR book
of abstracts.
Of the 1918 evaluable abstracts, 1706 were
regularly typed and 212 were "typeset."
The
acceptance rate was significantly higher for the
"typeset" abstracts: 107 of 212 (51.4 percent) vs.
747 of 1706 (44 percent) ( P < 0.05).
Eighty-eight investigators submitted five or
more abstracts to the meeting. Here, too. there
was a higher rate of acceptance for the "typeset"
abstracts (62 of 107; 57.9 percent) as compared
with the regularly typed abstracts (184 of 451; 40.8
percent) ( P = 0.002).
One may argue that investigators who can
afford the new equipment for printing abstracts
have more money and can afford better research,
and therefore that their abstracts are accepted at
01986 New England Journal of Medicine, reprinted with permission.
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higher rates. To explore this possibility, I analyzed
data on the 15 investigators who submitted five
or more abstracts each and who used both typing
methods. In this subgroup, 19 of 55 regularly typed
abstracts were accepted (34.5 percent), whereas 31
of 53 of the "typeset" abstracts were accepted (58.5
percent) (P = 0.015).
These results demonstrate that the new "typeset" appearance of data increases the chance of
acceptance. It may mean that "typeset" printing may cause the data to look more impressive.
Alternatively, it may mean that the new printing
makes it easier for reviewers to read the data and
to appreciate its meaning.
Most important, it means that this technological innovation reduces the chance of success of those
not currently using it.
GIDEONKOREN,M.D.
Hospital for Sick Children
Toronto, ON M5G 1 x 8 , Canada

Portuguese Hyphenation Table for 'l&X
Pedro J. de Rezende
Northeastern University
I have compiled a Portuguese hyphenation table for
It turns out to be a rather short table (compared to the one for English) because Portuguese
has very concise rules for hyphenation. I'd like to
make this table public and freely distributed. Even
included in the distribution tapes. I have extensively tested it (with patgen) and haven't found any
erroneous hyphenation. It does miss some hyphens
but they are very, very few. It certainly does not
hyphenate a word beyond an accent or a cedilla, but
that's the way TEX handles hyphenation of words
with intervening macros (see Appendix H of The
Wbook).

m.

Editor's note: Arrangements are being made to
include the Portuguese hyphenation table in the
standard distribution. Hyphenation tables for languages other than English are frequently requested
on m h a x ; anyone who knows of the existence of
such tables is asked to send the relevant information
to Barbara Beeton, so that a list can be compiled
for the next issue of TUGboat.

Software
Tlb: a Reference Setting Package, Update
J. C. Alexander
University of Maryland
There have been a number of minor bug fixes and
some refining of features of the
bibliography
setter %b (see TUGboat vol. 7, no. 3, for an article
about %b). Its version number has been incremented. Those people who asked to be put on my
mailing list have been sent all the changes. However, I know from mail that there are a number of
other users, presumably people who picked it up via
anonymous ftp. Those people might want to check
the file CHANGES and/or READ. ME via anonymous ftp
from eneevax :pub/t i b . Incidentally, I appreciate
the kind comments and suggestions people have
made. It seems Tlb is proving to be a useful adjunct
to

m.

A (Hopefully) Final Extension
of Multilingual
Michael J. Ferguson
INRS-T616communications
Montrkal, Canada
This note reports the, hopefully, final extension
to
that allows for multilingual hyphenation
reported in July 1985 (Vol. 6, No. 2, pp. 57-58)
and March 1986 (Vol. 7, No. 1, page 16) of
TUGboat. The key feature of the extension is that
it accommodates standard 'l&X fonts, including
words with accented letters. For details of the
features the reader should refer to the July 1985
TUGboat. This note reports some recent extensions
to accommodate certain typographical and input
conventions in non-English text. These extensions
are as follows:
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